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The publishing on LDS topics continues to increase each year. This bibliography for 1982 contains about one hundred and fifty more entries than the 1981 bibliography. A large portion of this increase occurred in the Biography and Family History section which has more than twice as many entries as last year's.

Part of the reason for this dramatic increase is a new periodical entitled Horizon: Tijdschrift over de Mormoone Gemeenschap (Horizon: A Journal about the Mormon Community). (In the bibliography the title is abbreviated to Horizon.) Horizon is published in Belgium under the editorship of Wilfried Decoo. The first issue appeared in January 1982, and the periodical has been published bi-monthly since then.

The editorial policy of Horizon is simply to provide for the Dutch-speaking members of the Church a "positive forum for news about the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints." Part of this news in 1982 was, of course, information about current activities of the Church in Europe. Doctrinal and historical articles, however, also help make Horizon a well-rounded magazine. For instance, Dr. Douglas F. Tobler, professor at Brigham Young University, with Barton W. Marcois and J. L. W. van Langendijk, published a three-part article (March, July, and September) entitled, "Geschiedenis van de Mormoone Kerk in Nederland en Vlaanderen" ("The History of the Mormon Church in the Netherlands and Flanders").

In addition, there are several articles in each issue which deal with the lives and contributions of various members of the Church. A few of these "human interest" articles are reprinted from This People magazine. But many articles are original with Horizon and highlight the activities and life histories of European Mormons. Articles of this nature help the Church members in these areas develop Church identity; the Church becomes an integral part of their national, as well as their spiritual, lives.

Scott H. Duvall is assistant curator of Special Collections, Harold B. Lee Library, Brigham Young University.
As the Church becomes more and more an international church, the members throughout the world expect to feel a heightened sense of belonging to an important organization. In the December 1982 *Sunstone Review* (pp. 5–7). José Susurro suggested that the "tramontane" Saints need a perspective on their unique communities. This perspective would include an understanding of Church history in the various countries as well as factual information on the condition of the Church in the world and in the local country. Susurro pleaded for a publication to help these Saints acquire such a perspective. *Horizon* has shown a good beginning.

Wilfried Decoo and his staff are to be congratulated for their ambitious endeavor. *Horizon* is a worthy example of what may be the first of several such privately published periodicals, designed to inform Latter-day Saints in different parts of the world about local LDS happenings and history.
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